Red Hat's Middleware Product Updates Enhance Manageability and Usability For Enterprise
IT Professionals
New versions of JBoss Enterprise Portal Platform and JBoss Operations Network Now Available
RALEIGH, N.C.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Red Hat, Inc. (NYSE: RHT), the world's leading provider of open source solutions, today
announced significant updates to its JBoss Enterprise Middleware portfolio with the release of JBoss Enterprise Portal Platform
5.2, which includes the latest version of JBoss Enterprise Portal Platform Site Publisher, and JBoss Operations Network 3.0.
These updates make it easier for organizations to take advantage of the power, flexibility and value that Red Hat provides.
JBoss Enterprise Portal Platform 5.2 and the latest version of Site Publisher enable developers, as well as business users, to
create rich, interactive, self-service websites and publish web content with ease. JBoss Operations Network 3.0 allows
organizations to more easily manage JBoss Enterprise Middleware across the enterprise. It provides IT operations teams with
tools to provision their middleware and applications, to manage across all of their middleware environments throughout the
application lifecycle and to monitor application service levels for performance and availability, offering a positive end-user
experience.
"Our customers need simplicity, speed and solutions that can be confidently deployed to manage even the most mission-critical
applications," said Craig Muzilla, vice president and general manager, middleware business at Red Hat. "And these product
updates provide more users within an enterprise with the ability to quickly and easily customize, optimize and manage content
on an ongoing basis. Together, these updates create a powerful solution set for application creation and management."
Simplifying Site Development
JBoss Enterprise Portal Platform 5.2, along with new, significant enhancements to Site Publisher, a subscription-based add-on,
provide users across a spectrum of skill sets with a flexible tool for building, managing and publishing their own websites. The
popular, easy-to-use web portal solution introduces a robust toolset that simplifies site creation and reduces the time it takes
developers to accomplish tasks, all without the need for a complex, multi-product solution. The new features of JBoss
Enterprise Portal Platform 5.2 are designed to enhance the development process behind rich, full-featured websites and
include:
-- Tools to simplify the staging, deployment and administration of complex, portal-based applications
-- New CSS and HTML capabilities for easier skinning and theming of portals, thereby giving users additional design
options
-- An updated Java Content Repository to deliver improvements in high-scale performance in content caching
Enhancing Customer Success with JBoss Enterprise Middleware
A key component of Red Hat's JBoss Managed offerings, JBoss Operations Network 3.0 provides a single point of control to
deploy, manage and monitor JBoss Enterprise Middleware, applications and services across physical, virtual and cloud-based
environments. This release features several key updates and enhancements for effectively managing JBoss Enterprise
Middleware environments that help customers increase IT operational efficiency, reduce middleware management costs and
maintain application service levels for performance and availability. JBoss Operations Network 3.0 also helps customers avoid
unplanned downtime and unexpected performance issues on mission-critical applications, and the costs associated with them.
New features and enhancements to JBoss Operations Network 3.0 include:
-- Drift management - manages configuration drift and reduces application performance and availability issues caused by
unplanned or undesired configuration changes
-- Responsive provisioning and configuration - enables users to automatically execute provisioning and configuration
scripts in response to a monitoring alert

-- Improved usability - provides a more simplified and consistent layout, improved dashboard customization and more
responsive user interface
-- JBoss provisioning enhancements - enables users to deploy applications to a group of one or more JBoss servers
-- Apache mod_cluster plug-in - adds support for managing mod_cluster-based server clusters for JBoss Enterprise
Application Platform 4.2.x and 5.1.x
Availability
JBoss Enterprise Portal Platform 5.2 and the latest version of Site Publisher are currently available. JBoss Operations Network
3.0 is now available through "JBoss Managed" bundled offerings for JBoss Enterprise Middleware. JBoss Operations Network
3.0 can also be purchased as a standalone offering for existing JBoss Enterprise Middleware customers.
For more information about Red Hat, visit www.redhat.com. For more news, more often, visit www.press.redhat.com.
About Red Hat, Inc.
Red Hat, the world's leading provider of open source solutions and an S&P 500 company, is headquartered in Raleigh, NC with
more than 70 offices spanning the globe. Red Hat provides high-quality, affordable technology with its operating system
platform, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, together with cloud, virtualization, applications, management, storage and service-oriented
architecture (SOA) solutions, including Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization and JBoss Enterprise Middleware. Red Hat also offers
support, training and consulting services to its customers worldwide. Learn more: http://www.redhat.com.
Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements contained in this press release may constitute "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements provide current expectations of future events
based on certain assumptions and include any statement that does not directly relate to any historical or current fact. Actual
results may differ materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements as a result of various important factors,
including: changes in and a dependence on key personnel; risks related to delays or reductions in information technology
spending; the effects of industry consolidation; the ability of the Company to compete effectively; uncertainty and adverse
results in litigation and related settlements; the integration of acquisitions and the ability to market successfully acquired
technologies and products; the inability to adequately protect Company intellectual property and the potential for infringement
or breach of license claims of or relating to third party intellectual property; the ability to deliver and stimulate demand for new
products and technological innovations on a timely basis; risks related to data and information security vulnerabilities;
ineffective management of, and control over, the Company's growth and international operations; and fluctuations in exchange
rates, as well as other factors contained in our most recent Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q (copies of which may be accessed
through the Securities and Exchange Commission's website at http://www.sec.gov), including those found therein under the
captions "Risk Factors" and "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations". In
addition to these factors, actual future performance, outcomes, and results may differ materially because of more general
factors including (without limitation) general industry and market conditions and growth rates, economic and political conditions,
governmental and public policy changes and the impact of natural disasters such as earthquakes and floods, including events
in Japan. The forward-looking statements included in this press release represent the Company's views as of the date of this
press release and these views could change. However, while the Company may elect to update these forward-looking
statements at some point in the future, the Company specifically disclaims any obligation to do so. These forward-looking
statements should not be relied upon as representing the Company's views as of any date subsequent to the date of the press
release.
LINUX is a trademark of Linus Torvalds. RED HAT and JBOSS are registered trademarks of Red Hat, Inc. and its subsidiaries in
the US and other countries
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